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Abstract

An analysis of power curve data from Nyg̊ardsfjell windpark to determine losses

due to icing has shown that the IEC standard method for generating a power

curve to estimate power production gives estimation errors that regularly exceed

10%, which is not sufficient for accurately estimating power losses due to icing.

One reason for this is examined here, and it is shown that the 10 minute mean

wind velocity does not properly quantify the energy content of the wind during a

10 minute period, but underestimates the energy content by significant amounts

when there is a large variance in the wind speed. An explicit corrector is found

which takes account of the standard deviation of the wind speed. This corrector

is used in an alternative method for calculating the expected power production

and is compared to the results given by the use of the IEC power curve reference.
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1. Introduction

Icing of wind turbines leads to decreased electrical power production due

to ice increasing the drag and reducing the lift. Of interest for operators and

planners of wind farms is how much energy and income they are losing due

to icing. This can only be calculated by comparing the actual wind turbine

production with some expectation of what the turbine should have produced.
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Therefore it follows that an expected power production for any given wind speed,

referred to as a power curve, must be calculated which can be compared with

the actual production.

Typically a power curve for a wind turbine design is produced by the manu-

facturer in accordance with the IEC standard 61400. These power curves cannot

typically be used to accurately predict power production for an existing wind

turbine for several reasons. First, the power curve is based on the free stream

wind velocity, not the wind velocity measured by the nacelle anemometers. Sec-

ondly, the power curve does not account for variations in the wind profile from

different directions, as is typical for mountainous sites. Thirdly, the power curve

does not account for variations in wind turbulence at different sites.

2. Motivation

A better method for estimating the effects of atmospheric icing on power

production of wind turbines is one of the specified objectives of the International

Energy Agency (IEA) Annex XIX: Wind Energy in Cold Climates (Peltola et al.,

2005). It is necessary to accurately estimate production losses due to icing to

determine if de-/anti-icing is worthwhile.

Power curves were generated for Nyg̊ardsfjell wind park and compared with

the actual power production during periods of icing to determine the loss of

power production. Unfortunately, the spread of the data points used for gen-

erating the power curves was quite large and significant variation between the

expected power curve and the actual power was normal even during ice free

periods. The estimation error for wind speeds from 5-8 m/s during the sum-

mer period at Nyg̊ardsfjell is shown in Figure 1, where it can be seen that the

estimation error regularly exceeds 10%. This makes it difficult to accurately

calculate a loss of production due to icing.

Graphs of estimated power losses for different icing classes examined by

Kimura et al. (2000) show that icing class 2 (IC2) would cause about an 8%

reduction in power at 10 m/s, increasing to 30% reduction for IC3. (estimates

based on the graphs published). Since the power estimation error calculated for
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Figure 1: Estimation error using IEC method

Nyg̊ardsfjell was regularly greater than 10 % even during ice free periods, this

means that only extreme losses due to icing can be estimated.

Therefore, possible reasons for the large errors in the estimation were con-

sidered. Some possible causes of error in this type of study are; air density vari-

ations, wind shear variations, terrain differences from different wind directions,

location of the anemometer relative to the rotor, the fact that an anemometer at

one point does not represent the entire area swept by the rotor and the energy

in wind turbulence not being considered.

The following steps were taken to reduce the errors that could be corrected.

• Corrections were performed for air density changes due to air pressure and

temperature variations, as per IEC standard.

• Only data from the two main wind directions was used, and they were

separated into east and west sectors to reduce errors caused by terrain

differences from east and west.

• It has previously been shown that a nacelle anemometer correlates bet-

ter to the power production of a wind turbine than even an upstream
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anemometer, see Smith et al. (2002). So the use of nacelle anemome-

ters for this study should at least minimize errors due to the anemometer

location.

• Errors caused by the anemometer not measuring the entire rotor swept

area can not currently be corrected for.

• Finally the energy in the turbulence was considered to see if the power es-

timate could be improved by using additional information of the standard

deviation of the wind speed.

It was suspected that by using the standard deviation of the wind speed it would

be possible to improve the power estimation. A motivation can be found by

considering that when the wind speed distribution is cubed, the resulting power

distribution will become skewed upward, and the mean value becomes higher

than just taking the cube of the mean wind speed. This indicated that the

standard method of power estimation should underestimate the power available

during periods with a high wind speed variance.

3. Theory

3.1. IEC power curve

According to the standard for power performance measurements of electricity

producing wind turbines (IEC 61400-12-1, 2005), a measured power curve is

generated by binning the normalized wind speeds in 0.5 m/s bins and calculating

the wind speed and power output for each bin as,

Vi = 1
Ni

∑Ni

j=1 V i,j , Pi = 1
Ni

∑Ni

j=1 P i,j , (1)

where Vi is the normalized and averaged wind speed in bin i, V i,j is the nor-

malized wind speed of data set j in bin i, Pi is the normalized and averaged

power output in bin i, P i,j is the normalized power output of data set j in bin

i and Ni is the number of 10 minute data sets in bin i.
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The normalized wind speed is the average wind speed, corrected for changes

in air density due to temperature, elevation and barometric pressure, according

to the following equation,

V = V10

(

ρ10

ρ0

)1/3

, (2)

where V10 is the measured wind speed averaged over 10 minutes, V is the nor-

malized wind speed, ρ10 is the calculated 10 minute averaged air density, ρ0 is

the reference air density.

The air density, ρ10, is determined from measurements of temperature and

air pressure according to:

ρ10 =
B10

R0 · T10
. (3)

Where B10 is the measured air pressure averaged over 10 minutes, R0 is the gas

constant of dry air and T10 is the measured absolute air temperature averaged

over 10 minutes.

3.2. New corrector

Since the power W in the wind is proportional to the cube of the wind speed

v, i.e.

W = kv3,

this results in a varying wind having a larger average power than a constant

wind of the same average speed. Since the power estimation is generated based

on 10 minute averages of wind speed, it does not account for the fact that 10

minute periods with different levels of variation in wind speed will necessarily

have different levels of output power, even if their average wind speeds are the

same. More specific, we want to show that the traditional way of calculating

produced power

W = kµ3

is an underestimation and find a corrector that depends on the wind variation.

Mathematically speaking, this error is a consequence of the fact that for a

stochastic variable X, we in general have that

E
[

Xk
]

6= (E [X ])
k
,
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when k 6= 1.

An assumption typically made when modeling wind is that the wind speed

is normal distributed with mean value E [v] = µ and variance V [v] = σ2, when

considered locally in periods up to one hour (Petersen et al., 1998; Mann, 1998;

Veers, 1984). We thus need to find the average E [W ] = kE
[

v3
]

of the produced

wind power.

To find the average of the kth power of a stochastic variable X with proba-

bility density function f (x) , we introduce the moment generating function ψX

by

ψX (s) = E
[

esX
]

=

∞
∫

−∞

esxf (x) dx.

We then get the kth moment from

E
[

Xk
]

=
dk

dsk
(ψX (s))s=0 = ψ

(k)
X (0) =

∞
∫

−∞

xkf (x) dx.

For v ∈ N (µ, σ) , we thus get

ψv (s) = eµs+ 1

2
s2σ2

,

and hence repeated differentiation yields

E
[

v3
]

=
d3

ds3
(ψv (s))s=0 = µ3 + 3µσ2.

Therefore the actual produced power is

E [W ] = k
(

µ3 + 3µσ2
)

,

which means that the traditional way of calculating wind power underestimates

the power with the corrector

∆W = 3kµσ2.

Indeed, the relative error in the traditional way of calculating might be signifi-

cant when the variance is high, since

∆W

W
=

3kµσ2

kµ3
= 3

(

σ

µ

)2

.
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This corrector can then be used to reduce the uncertainty in the power estimate

from the IEC power curve method by correcting out the variations due to wind

variance.

When generating the power curve, or power expectations, the ∆W must be

removed. Since we do not know k explicitly, but assume that if the wind speed

was constant (υ = µ) then production would be,

Wt = kµ3, (4)

we can use this together with the previous equations to solve for the power

expected for a constant wind speed, Wt, as

Wt =
W

1 + 3
(

σ
µ

)2 . (5)

Thereafter the expected power for constant wind speeds are used to generate a

power curve. Finally the expected power production is the power indicated by

the power curve plus ∆W .

It is important to note that this corrector can not be used over the entire

operating range of the wind turbine, since wind turbines have nonlinearities

associated with starting and stopping at low wind speeds and are power limited

above rated speed. For this work wind speeds in the range 5-8 m/s were studied.

4. Implementation, results and discussion

The corrector was tested using production data from Nyg̊ardsfjell to deter-

mine how large of an improvement was obtained. To avoid difficulties due to

possible icing on the turbines, only data from the summer period (defined for

2007 as being from May 15 to October 1) was used for verification.

The initial test of the corrector concept was done by using data from one

wind turbine and separating the data from 5-8 m/s into 3 groups of standard

deviation. (low, 0-5%; medium, 5-8%; and high, over 8%, where the percentage

is defined as σ/µ ∗ 100%) These three groups of data points together with 3rd

order best fit polynomials are shown in figure 2. As expected, the periods with
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Figure 2: Power production sorted into three groups based on relative wind speed variance.

a higher standard deviation show a higher average power. Then the power

estimate was corrected by subtracting the estimated extra power due to wind

variance such that the expected power for a constant wind speed was plotted.

The best fit curves for the same three groups are shown in figure 3. It can be

seen that the average power for all three groups become more nearly the same

when the extra power due to wind variance was removed, indicating that the

corrector was performing as expected.

Following this, power estimation for the same wind turbine was performed

with and without the corrector. Figures 4 and 5 show the percentage error in the

power estimation plotted relative to the wind speed standard deviation. Figure

4 is for power estimation using the IEC method, while figure 5 is for power

estimation using the corrector shown here. From the linear best fit curves it

can be seen that the corrector works as desired, and removes the dependence on

wind speed variance. Unfortunately, it can also be seen that though the error

from wind speed variance is significant for periods with a higher variance, the

total error is dominated by other factors.

This was confirmed by comparing the percentage error in the power esti-
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Figure 3: Corrected power production sorted into three groups based on relative wind speed
variance.

mation for the summer. The estimation errors for both methods are shown in

figure 6. Since the error is sometimes positive (underestimation) and sometimes

negative (overestimation) the average was taken of the absolute value of the

error for each 10 minute period, and is shown in table 1. The corrector reduced

the average error from 6.92 % to 6.82 %, which while it is an improvement,

shows that there is still a large uncertainty remaining.

Average estimation error
IEC method 6.92%

Using corrector 6.82%

Table 1: Average of absolute value of estimation error.

This means that in order for losses due to icing to be clearly visible in the

production data, they must be significant and probably more than 20%.

5. Notes

A reading from a cup anemometer does not perfectly represent the wind

field impinging on the cup anemometer, among other things due to the inertia
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y = 0.071*x − 0.057

Figure 4: Estimation error using standard method relative to wind speed variance.

of the anemometer rotor. The anemometer inertia causes two effects. The first

of these is overspeeding, or reporting a higher velocity than actually occurs.

This happens because of the cubic relationship of wind power to wind speed,

and is the basis of this paper. The second effect of the inertia is to act as a low

pass filter on the input wind signal. This is obvious, as the larger the inertia of

a rotor, the less its speed will be able to follow the wind speed.

Since the corrector described here is using the standard deviation of the

wind speed measurement, the low pass filtering of the actual wind speed was

studied to determine how much the filtering would affect the results of the

study. The wind turbine log files also contain minimum and maximum values

recorded for each 10 minute period. A simple check was performed by calculating

the difference between the maximum and minimum values and dividing by the

standard deviation. In over 10% of the cases, the minimum and maximum were

more than 6 standard deviations from each other, and they were more than

4 standard deviations apart in over 90% of the cases. Since 95% of the data

in a normal distribution is within 2 standard deviations of center, and 99%

is within 3 standard deviations, the large number of cases with minimum and
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Figure 5: Estimation error using corrector relative to wind speed variance.

maximum values over 2 standard deviations from center indicates that the low

pass filtering is not removing a large portion of the data, and gives a greater

confidence in the results shown.

All analysis was done with a heated cup anemometer as a heated cup anemome-

ter is necessary for estimating production losses due to icing.

6. Conclusions and future work

It was shown that the 10 minute mean wind speed does not absolutely quan-

tify the energy content in the wind, and does not account for the energy included

in the wind turbulence. A corrector was found which quantifies the energy con-

tained in the turbulence based on the measurement of the wind speed standard

deviation. This corrector was shown to perform as expected, but it was found

that the wind speed variance was not the primary cause of estimation error.

Therefore a significant estimation error remains even after using the corrector.

This corrector should be adapted to the non-linear regions of operation for

the wind turbine as well, so that one general formula for the corrector can be im-

plemented. This will allow all users wishing to estimate their power production
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Figure 6: Estimation error both with and without corrector on wind speeds between 5-8 m/s.

to benefit from the improved estimation.

Additional work to determine the cause of the remaining uncertainty is nec-

essary.

It may be that it is not possible to generate accurate estimates of power

production for a large turbine when the wind speed is measured at only a single

point in the swept area of the wind turbine. This will be true if the spatial

correlation of the wind gusts are such that the anemometer reading does not

accurately represent the entire wind field impinging on the rotor. Work to

determine the theoretical limits of power estimation would be useful, as would

further verification with different types of anemometers and other wind turbines.
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